Towards Systematic Integrity
Abstract
Investigations into recent disasters such as Deepwater Horizon, Montara and Buncefield
found multiple systematic problems at all levels across the many organisations involved.
The international standards on functional safety IEC 61508 and 61511 have 2 main
objectives:


Manage risk of random hardware failures



Manage risk of systematic failures

Random hardware failure rates can be analysed mathematically. Engineers usually find it
relatively easy to understand and to calculate random hardware failure rates.
It is significantly more difficult to embrace the management of systematic failures. This is
about avoiding errors and failures due to the design, implementation and operation of the
systems.
Systematic integrity is achieved through applying appropriate methods and techniques.
It is just as important to achieve systematic integrity as it is to control probability of random
hardware failures in safety instrumented systems.
This presentation explains the concept of systematic integrity and outlines the steps that
organisations need to take to achieve and maintain integrity.
Practical Exercise
The session will conclude with a short practical exercise. Participants will be guided in
outlining a framework to manage systematic integrity in their own organisations.
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The Problem: Multiple Systematic Failures
There is plenty of “disaster porn” for engineers. After each major disaster we have yet
another report.
37 years ago we had Flixborough, then the Cullen report on the Piper Alpha followed by
Longford, Buncefield, Deepwater Horizon (Macondo), Montara and others.

disaster porn

/dɪˈzɑːstə pɔːn/

Noun. When the media puts horrific or tragic images on a 24 hour loop, constantly

driving them into your head, and then refers to the events portrayed as an
"unspeakable tragedy" . .. .despite the fact that they have 4 different talking heads
analyzing it 24 hours a day.
(from www.urbandictionary.com)

Buncefield Oil Depot explosions and fire, December 2005
From http://www.buncefieldinvestigation.gov.uk/:
In the early hours of Sunday 11th December 2005, a number of explosions occurred
at Buncefield Oil Storage Depot, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. At least one of the
initial explosions was of massive proportions and there was a large fire, which
engulfed a high proportion of the site. Over 40 people were injured; fortunately there
were no fatalities. Significant damage occurred to both commercial and residential
properties in the vicinity and a large area around the site was evacuated on
emergency service advice. The fire burned for several days, destroying most of the
site and emitting large clouds of black smoke into the atmosphere
The initial event is described in the final report, Volume 1, p7:
“ Late on Saturday 10 December 2005 a delivery of unleaded petrol from the T/K
pipeline started to arrive at Tank 912 in bund A at about 05:30 on 11 December. The
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safety systems in place to shut off the supply of petrol to the tank to prevent overfilling
failed to operate. Petrol cascaded down the side of the tank, collecting at first in bund
A. As overfilling continued, the vapour cloud formed by the mixture of petrol and air
flowed over the bund wall, dispersed and flowed west off site towards the Maylands
Industrial Estate.”
From “The final report of the Major Incident Investigation Board, Volume 2”:

The immediate cause of the incident at Buncefield was put down to failures in level
instrumentation and in the overfill protection safeguarding systems. The hardware failures
were exacerbated by multiple systematic failures in the design, installation, operation,
maintenance and testing of safety systems.
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Failures in instrumentation and safeguarding systems are involved in most of the disasters
that we read about.
In each case the story and the pictures are different, but somehow they are all disturbingly
similar. There are number of recurring themes:


Weaknesses in the design of safety-related control systems



Equipment poorly maintained



Alarms and automatic shutdown systems not working properly



Poor safety culture and a lack of leadership in safety



Inadequate attention paid to personnel competencies – and in particular
management competencies



Lack of appreciation of organisational roles, responsibilities and interfaces



Operators unaware of the significance of control systems as control measures
against major accident events



Inadequate control of modifications to critical systems



Lack of documentation for safety systems



Multiple “systematic” failures

The Solution: Systematic Capability
To address the problem of systematic failures the new 2010 edition of IEC 61508 introduced
the new concept of “systematic capability”.
This paper explains the meaning of the strange new term “systematic capability”.
It describe es tools and resources that are available to assist in establishing and assessing
systematic capability.

What is “Systematic Capability”?
According to the definition given in AS 61508.4—2011 / IEC 61508-4 Ed.2.0 (2010):

It seems to be another “made up” buzzword invented by a European committee.
To understand what this means we need to see it in the context of safety integrity:
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Safety Integrity
One of the recommendations in the Buncefield report was that:
The [safety systems] should be engineered, operated and maintained to achieve
and maintain an appropriate level of safety integrity in accordance with the
requirements of the recognised industry standard for ‘safety instrumented systems’,
Part 1 of BS EN 61511.
Safety Integrity is defined as:

Safety Integrity is comprised of:


Hardware Safety Integrity



Systematic Safety Integrity (which includes Software Safety Integrity).

Hardware Safety Integrity is to do with the management of random hardware failures:

Systematic Safety Integrity (and Software Safety Integrity) is to do with the management of
systematic failures:
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Quantifying Safety Integrity Level (SIL)

The fundamental purpose of a Safety Instrumented System is to implement Safety
Instrumented Functions (SIFs) as part of a company’s overall risk management strategy.
The objective of each SIF is to deliver a specific Risk Reduction Factor. This is to achieve
one of the layers of risk mitigation within an overall risk management plan.
Each SIF has a Safety Integrity Level (SIL) that corresponds directly with the Target Risk
Reduction Factor:
SIL1:

RRF between 101 and 102

SIL2:

RRF between 102 and 103

SIL3:

RRF between 103 and 104

SIL4:

RRF greater than 10

4

Assessing SIL is relatively easy; we can quantify Risk Reduction Factor and the Probability of
Failure on Demand and we can assess the Hardware Fault Tolerance objectively.
The most difficult aspect is to deal with the uncertainty and ambiguity that is inherent in SIL
studies. Some technologists find it hard to combine the heuristic and statistical methods that
we need to quantify the SIL. We should worry when we see results such as RRF = 117.4
In risk management we can only work within orders of magnitude, SIL studies cannot be
carried out with precision. Information on failure rates is always imprecise.
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AS 61508.5—2011 / IEC 61508-5 Ed.2.0 (2010) gives examples of methods for the
determination of safety integrity levels.
The idea of Safety Integrity Level applies only to each Safety Function as a whole; it is not a
property of systems, subsystems, elements, components or of software.
“Systematic Capability” is the equivalent measure that we use for system, subsystem,
element, component and software
There is a one-to-one correspondence between Systematic Capability and Safety Integrity
Level.
SC ≈ SIL
For a SIL n SIF we need SC n systematic capability in our engineering and in our software.

Quantifying Systematic Capability
It is easy to understand how we can quantify safety integrity with SIL. It is not so obvious how
we can quantify systematic capability.
Random failures can be readily quantified (within an order of magnitude) but cannot be
individually controlled. The target SIL is achieved by selecting equipment with quantified
failure rates and by applying redundancy in the hardware architecture.
Systematic failures – failures in design, development, operation and maintenance – cannot be
quantified but they can be readily controlled through appropriate engineering techniques and
measures.
Systematic capability is achieved and assessed through applying techniques and measures
for the avoidance and control of systematic faults.

Systematic capability is quantified in the range SC 1 to SC 4 according to:


which techniques and measures are applied
and



the degree of effectiveness or rigour with which they are applied.

AS 61508.2—2011 IEC 61508-2 Ed.2.0 (2010) defines 3 routes for achieving systematic
capability:
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Route 1S is the primary route that we will explore in this paper. Routes 2S and 3S are
essentially retrospective, for existing systems.
Route 2S is for equipment “proven in use”. This route relies on “adequate documentary
evidence”:

Route 3S is for pre-existing software. It relies on reverse engineering and retrospective
documentation to show that the software has the required integrity.

Avoidance and Control of Systematic Faults
Management Planning
To achieve avoidance and control of systematic faults in an objective and auditable way we
need to start by managing the engineering and operation of the system using a formal plan.
Both AS/IEC 61508 and AS/IEC 61511 outline requirements for planning the management of
functional safety. The objectives in management planning are to:


Establish policies and strategies



Define the Lifecycle Model, i.e. which parts within the overall lifecycle are relevant



Define responsibilities



Specify management and technical activities
- including procedures, techniques and measures



Establish the documentation framework



Facilitate and demonstrate compliance to the standards



Plan the verification, validation and assessment activities



Provide a “live” planning document that can be maintained throughout the lifecycle



Obtain acceptance of the plan from the risk owners
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Resources for Management Planning
The requirements for management planning in the standards can be difficult to interpret and
understand.
Useful guidelines are available on-line from the UK-based CASS Scheme Ltd,
http://www.cass.uk.net and from the 61508 Association, http://www.61508.org
CASS (“Conformity Assessment of Safety Related Systems”) is run by The CASS
Scheme Ltd, a not-for-profit company whose members are drawn from a wide range
of organizations which use IEC 61508.
The company develops and publishes the documentation necessary for carrying out
the assessments as well as providing the criteria and procedure for assessing the
competence of assessors. The company also licenses the use of the CASS logo by
certification bodies which meet the CASS scheme requirements.
CASS is a scheme for assessing the compliance of safety related systems with the
requirements of IEC 61508 and associated standards.
It provides a systematic approach to be used by certification bodies and others when
assessing compliance at all stages from the specification of safety requirements
through the design, development and manufacture of system components to
integration, commissioning, operation and maintenance.
At each stage CASS takes the conformity assessor through the logical steps of
defining the scope of the assessment, the target of evaluation, the requirements to be
met and the process of demonstrating and recording conformity.

CASS provides a Self-Assessment Workbook and guidelines to assist companies in
establishing capability in functional safety management.

CASS Self-Assessment Workbook Outline:
Part 1: Details of the owner
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Part 2: Schedule of Activities
Table 1 - Overall Activities Covered by the IEC 61508 Group of Standards
Table 2 - Electrical / Electronic / Programmable Electronic Systems
Table 3 - Software for Safety Instrumented Systems
Table 4 - Functional Safety Management
Part 3: Functional Safety Management Self-Assessment Report
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Sample CASS FSM Checklist – Part 2, Table 4 - Functional Safety Management
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Techniques and Measures
Much of the low level detail in functional safety management can be covered by specifying
procedures, techniques and measures.
The 61508 standard includes detailed tables that outline procedures, techniques and
measures to be used for the avoidance and control of systematic failures:

AS 61508.7—2011 / IEC 61508-7 Ed.2.0 (2010) provides detailed descriptions of the
techniques and measures.
In the 2010/2011 edition the techniques and measures in Parts 2, 3 and 7 have been updated
with minor amendments. 61508.3 Annex C is completely new. It introduces new concepts to
support software systematic capability.

61508.2 Annex A
61508.2 Annex A outlines techniques and measures to control failures:


Table A.15 – Techniques and measures to control systematic failures caused by
hardware design



Table A.16 – Techniques and measures to control systematic failures caused by
environmental stress or influences



Table A.17 – Techniques and measures to control systematic operational failures



Table A.18 – Effectiveness of techniques and measures to control systematic
failures

61508.2 Annex B
61508.2 Annex outlines techniques and measures to avoid failures:


Table B.1 – Requirements specification



Table B.2 – Design and development



Table B.3 – Integration



Table B.4 – Operation and maintenance procedures



Table B.5 – Safety validation



Table B.6 – Effectiveness of techniques and measures to avoid systematic failures
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61508.3 Annex A
61508.3 Annex A provides techniques and measures for managing software integrity:


Table A.1 – Software safety requirements specification



Table A.2 – Software architecture design



Table A.3 – Support tools & programming language



Table A.4 – Software detailed design



Table A.5 – Software module testing & integration



Table A.6 – Hardware and software integration



Table A.7 – System safety validation



Table A.8 – Modification



Table A.9 – Software verification



Table A.10 – Functional safety assessment

61508.3 Annex B
61508.3 Annex B provides detailed techniques and measures for software:


Table B.1 – Design and coding standards



Table B.2 – Dynamic analysis and testing



Table B.3 – Functional and black-box testing



Table B.4 – Failure analysis



Table B.5 – Modelling



Table B.6 – Performance testing



Table B.7 – Semi-formal methods



Table B.8 – Static analysis



Table B.9 – Modular approach

Choosing appropriate techniques and measures
The tables provide guidance on the techniques and measures that are appropriate according
to the required SIL - and therefore the required Systematic Capability.
Only a portion of the tables and the techniques and measures will apply to our individual
scope. We need to review all of the techniques and measures and choose which should be
applied.
There are no “correct answers”, an individual review and judgement needs to be made for
every application. The rationale needs to be recorded for management review and approval
and to justify that we are doing enough to achieve integrity.
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AS IEC 61511
61511.1 requires the use of appropriate techniques and measures but it does not give specific
detailed requirements.

Full compliance with the techniques and measures in 61508 is required for only SIL4. For
SIL3 the standard leaves the choice of techniques and measures open.
The reason that 61511 has been left more open is because it restricts software to Limited
Variability Languages or to Fixed Program Languages.
AS 61511.1:

AS IEC 61511.2 (Guidelines for the application of AS IEC 61511.1) provides detailed
guidance for clause 12.1.2.4 but without specific requirements.
Under the heading “12.4 Application software design and development” it advises:
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Although 61511 does not require strict compliance with the tables in 61508.2 and 61508.3 the
tables provide a useful basis.
The techniques and measures selected still need to be planned and documented and the
rationale in selecting them needs to be recorded.
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Sample table:

Choose methods that are mandatory or recommended for the SIL

Record the rationale
for methods chosen and
for methods not used
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The recommendations given in the IEC 61508 tables are signified as follows:
M:

The technique or measure is required (mandatory) for this safety integrity level.

HR:

The technique or measure is highly recommended for this safety integrity level. If this
technique or measure is not used then the rationale behind not using it shall be detailed

R:

The technique or measure is recommended for this safety integrity level.

-:

The technique or measure has no recommendation for or against being used

NR:

The technique or measure is positively not recommended for this safety integrity level. If this
technique or measure is used then the rationale behind using it shall be detailed

Any deviations from HR and NR should be discussed and agreed during functional safety
planning with the functional safety assessor.
The required effectiveness is signified as follows.
Low:

If used, the technique or measure shall be used to the extent necessary to give at
least low effectiveness against systematic failures;

Medium:

If used, the technique or measure shall be used to the extent necessary to give at
least medium effectiveness against systematic failures;

High:

The technique or measure shall be used to the extent necessary to give high
effectiveness against systematic failures

Table 61508.2 B.6 gives examples of ‘high’ and ‘low’ effectiveness.

New: 61508.3 Annex C – Properties and Rigour
Annex C gives guidance on assessing how techniques and measures will confer properties
for software systematic capability:
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The tables in Annex C correspond one-for-one with tables in 61508.3 Annexes A and B:


Table C.1 – Software Safety Requirements Specification



Table C.2 – Software Architecture Design



Table C.3 – Support tools and programming language



Table C.4 – Software design and development – detailed design



Table C.5 – Software module testing and integration



Table C.6 – Hardware and software integration



Table C.7 – Software aspects of system safety validation



Table C.8 – Software modification



Table C.9 – Software verification



Table C.10 – Functional safety assessment

Detailed tables:


Table C.11 – Design and coding standards



Table C.12 – Dynamic analysis and testing



Table C.13 – Functional and black-box testing



Table C.14 – Failure analysis



Table C.15 – Modelling



Table C.16 – Performance testing



Table C.17 – Semi-formal methods



Table C.18 – Properties for systematic safety integrity – Static analysis



Table C.19 – Modular approach

Degree of Rigour R1 to R3
The tables in 61508.2 Annexes A and B define the degree of
“effectiveness” that is needed according to the SIL.
Higher SIL needs higher effectiveness.
61508.2 Table A.18 and B.6 give guidelines on how to asses the
effectiveness of techniques and measures to control and avoid
systematic failures.
Similarly, 61508.3 Annex C introduces the concept of rigour.
Higher SC needs higher rigour.
Higher rigour is achieved through increasing objectivity and more
detailed and systematic documentation.
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[…]

[…]
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Summary

Buncefield Report (2008):
Recommendation 4:
The [safety systems] should be engineered, operated and maintained to achieve
and maintain an appropriate level of safety integrity in accordance with the
requirements of the recognised industry standard for ‘safety instrumented systems’,
Part 1 of BS EN 61511



To achieve Safety Integrity as a whole, achieving Systematic Safety Integrity is just
as important as achieving Hardware Safety Integrity.



It is not obvious how Systematic Safety Integrity can be quantified. To address this
issue the new 2010 edition of IEC 61508 introduced the new concept of systematic
capability.



To avoid and control systematic faults we apply:



-

Management planning

-

Techniques and measures

Systematic capability is quantified in the range SC 1 to SC 4 according to:
-

which techniques and measures are applied
and



the degree of effectiveness or rigour with which they are applied.

SC1 – 4 corresponds with SIL1 – 4
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The selection of techniques and measures has to be appropriate according to the
systematic capability required. Just as in determining SIL, a degree of judgement is
needed. There are no “correct” answers.



Because of the uncertainty and ambiguity in this process it is important to record the
rationale and reasoning made in choosing how to apply techniques and measures.



Tools are available to support users in developing systematic capability:
-

CASS Self Assessment checklists – for management planning

-

61508.2 and 61508.3 annex tables – for techniques and measures

Ask for help when you need it in using these tools. You can seek advice and assistance from
an independent functional safety assessor such as I&E Systems (www.iesystems.com.au) or
from user support groups such as:


TUV Functional Safety Professionals, Engineers and Experts group on LinkedIn



61508 Association http://www.61508.org



CASS Scheme Ltd http://www.cass.uk.net
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Exercise
The exercise for this presentation is to examine any one of the following tools:


CASS FSM Checklist



61508.2 Table B.2 – Design and development



61508.2 Table B.4 – Operation and maintenance procedures



61508.3 Table C.8 – Properties for systematic safety integrity – Software
modification

Participants will form into groups of 3 or 4 with a common interest and will take 5 to 10
minutes to review how to apply the chosen checklist.
Questions and suggestions will then be discussed in an open forum.
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